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ABSTRACT

Human-agent teams, consisting of at least one human and one agent teaming together to achieve a common objective, are increasingly prevalent and effective in both social and industrial spheres. Associated changes in human preferences and expectations from autonomous teammates will continue to shape and alter collaboration opportunities and dynamics within human-agent teams. New environments are emerging, including Ad Hoc teams where teammates collaborate without pre-coordination or prior knowledge of other teammates capabilities. Team members in ad hoc human-agent teams have to collaborate to find tasks allocations to effectively leverage teammate capabilities to improve team performance and human satisfaction. In this paper, we investigate ad hoc team dynamics under different team compositions, including those comprised of only humans or of human and agent team members, as well as teams consisting of more than two members. Experiments are run with MTurk workers and several hypotheses are evaluated on the effects of teammate type and team size on team performance and human satisfaction using a collaborative Human-Agent Taskboard (CHATboard) platform where teams repeatedly collaborate to complete assigned tasks.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The study of peer-level human-agent teams is relatively new and exciting and is increasingly the focus of many research programs. These teams consist of at least one human and one agent teaming together to achieve a common goal. Collaboration between humans and agents is becoming prevalent in various domains, such as smart rooms that include agents that can help business teams collaborate to complete assigned tasks.

discharge nurses [52], agents that motivate people in therapeutic activities [6], guide emergency evacuations [43] and assist in disaster relief [40, 46]. In addition, there are several forces that continually change the nature and functioning of these teams, including agent capabilities as well as ease of use and access. Agent capabilities and performance have been improving in areas such as optimization methods, efficient algorithms, accessible interface and are generally becoming more competent and reliable. With changing agent capabilities and human preferences, the dynamic of collaboration within human-agent teams will continue to evolve. This evolution will engender different team designs depending on the context. Humans and agents will coordinate to focus their efforts on complementary set of tasks to maximally leverage their respective strengths, expertise, and knowledge.

It is likely that this changing dynamic will create new applications and team roles, in addition to existing ones, that need to be shared by agents and humans. For example, in a disaster response scenario, one human team member may collaborate with an agent task allocator to allocate different tasks related to search and rescue operations, while other humans and agents (snake robots, robot dogs, drones, etc.) to quickly locate survivors and carry out safe retrieval, transportation, and medical treatment procedures while reducing the risk to the human actors.

We can envision these teams consisting of humans and agents collaborating to enrich human lives, support human self-efficacy, increase satisfaction and well-being, improve decision making, and increase team performance and productivity. For example, when human-agent team collaborate in search and rescue scenario, the agent can augment human teammate by doing new tasks, such as searching for survivors by “seeing” things humans cannot see, e.g. thermal imaging, or from different vantage points (aerial, inaccessible, or physically challenging spaces, etc.). As these teams become more prevalent in our societies, researchers have begun studying the interactions and dynamics within these teams to understand their functioning and improve their design [17, 23, 38].

Due to the increased connectivity, changing nature of work, and increased levels of crises, e.g., pandemics and natural disasters, ad hoc environments are becoming prevalent, and hybrid or heterogeneous teams of humans and autonomous agent are increasing in these settings. In an ad hoc teamwork, teammates, whether humans or agents, collaborate without pre-coordination: “An ad hoc team setting is one in which teammates must work together to obtain a common goal, but without any prior agreement regarding how to work together” [14]. Collaboration in ad hoc teams is more challenging due to the absence of prior knowledge and established relationships.
It is important for these teams to be flexible, agile and to quickly adapt and learn about the team, to reliably achieve team goals.

Task allocation and the process of distributing tasks to team members have been studied separately in both human and agent teams. The challenge of task allocation within human-agent teams is leveraging complementary capabilities of team members to find allocations to improve team effectiveness, measured in terms of team performance and satisfaction of human team members. We consider scenarios in which the expertise distribution of the agent over the task types is fixed, known, and is simulated. It is necessary to first estimate the expertise levels of the current human team member(s) in a given human-agent team and accordingly adapt task allocations to team members to optimize team performance.

The allocation problem is exacerbated as a team member does not know the levels expertise of its partner a priori in ad hoc teams. Although we allow human and agent partners to share their estimated expertise over different task types, the accuracy and consistency of these estimates expressed by humans are often unreliable [28].

It is unclear how the presence of agent teammates will change the motivation, effort, and efficiency of human teammates in ad hoc human-agent teams compared to human-human teams. The two critical questions on the efficacy of human-agent ad hoc teams that we study in this paper are the following: (a) Are human satisfaction and team performance depend on whether their teammates are humans or agents? (b) How do these dynamics change if the team consists of more than two team members? We present results and analysis from experiments conducted to understand how the type of team member, agent or human, and team size can influence the effectiveness of ad hoc human-agent teams.

To facilitate experimentation with ad hoc human-agent teams, we use a collaboration framework for task allocation and performance analysis: the Collaborative Human-Agent Taskboard (CHAT-board) [3]. We use it for repeated human-agent team task completion scenarios, where human workers were recruited from the Amazon Mechanical Turk (Mturk) platform. We ran experiments involving repeated collaboration using Agent and Human Allocator Protocols, which differ based on the identity of the allocator. Within each protocol, we compare teams with deceptive agents (pretending to be human) and non-deceptive agents (do not use deception) to allow comparative experiments with human-agent and human-“human” (where the “human” is an agent pretending to be human). We also compare the protocols with more than two team members. We present experimental results and analysis, highlighting team performance and human satisfaction, with different aspects of team work. Finally, we identify future research directions.

2 RELATED WORK

Human-agent teams have been studied in different domains such as space robotics [17], therapy [1], programming [42] and decision-making [5]. Human-agent studies typically examine human perceptions of team and agent teammates, which include trust [23], satisfaction [38] and humanness [18].

There has been recent interest in negotiation protocols in which humans and agents interact over different rounds [38]. The objective of the agent and the human is to maximize their own utilities. Existing research has focused on agents who play supportive roles for human teammates [11, 27, 31], and mainly in robotic and simulation settings [10, 44]. We focus on ad hoc environments, while other studies [17, 38] incorporate training or interaction sessions with the agent and environment prior to experimentation. We are also interested in autonomous agents; DeChurch and Larson view an autonomous agent as a “team member fulfilling a distinct role in the team and making a unique contribution” [32]. Some studies in the space robotics [17] and negotiation [38] domains incorporate self-interested autonomous agents maximizing local utility. We focus on collaborative human-agent teamwork in which teammates make their decisions based on what is best for the team.

Task allocation has been extensively studied in multi-agent teams [15, 22, 29, 35, 36]. The focus is on designing efficient mechanisms to distribute tasks within their systems. An approach studies ways to better allocate the task allocator role to the team. Role allocation has been studied in the context of agent systems [9], and a role can generally be understood as an “abstract description of an agent’s responsibilities and expected functions [50].” Roles also allow agents to specialize in different responsibilities and behaviors. Multi-agent role allocation has been studied in domains such as RoboCup Soccer [16] and pursuit games [2]. The other approach is to study ways to allocate tasks to agent team members. A task describes a specific unit of work undertaken by an agent [9]. Allocating tasks to agents is a major research area in the multi-agent systems literature, and it is studied in domains such as surveillance [7] and Search and Rescue [51]. Moreover, there is a lack of investigating environments that include human teammates. The presence of humans in agent teams may require new approaches, as we do not know whether the same mechanisms would produce required performance.

Task allocation is studied in the literature on human teams and organizations. The mechanism of task allocation, which includes capability identification, role specification, and task planning, is considered an important component of teamwork [13, 33, 34]. For To achieve its goals, any organization needs to solve four universal problems, including task allocation [39]. In human teams, the focus is on understanding the characteristics of human teams to design the best possible task allocation mechanism. However, there is little investigation of the effects of autonomous agents on human teams when they are included in the team’s task allocation mechanism.

Thus, the study of task allocation with combined human and agent team members is promising. Few existing work in this area examines different directions [40, 44]. For example, [20] investigates an agent that helps humans control robots in simulations and experiments, with a focus on supporting operators.

In addition to performance, human satisfaction with the team is recognized as a major component of team effectiveness in teamwork [19, 49]. Team member satisfaction has been found to have positive effects on different team dimensions [26]. [48] studied the influence of different factors, such as team familiarity, on member satisfaction in virtual human teams.

Furthermore, most recognized human-team frameworks, such as the Input-Process-Output (IPO) model, examine teamwork through different dimensions, which include members, the process through which they interact, and teamwork outcome [33]. Other researchers
in different domains have measured the satisfaction of team members with a similar perspective, that is, viewing human satisfaction with more than one dimension [21, 41]. One may be more satisfied with the team members than with the interaction protocol or the outcome of teamwork. Most studies of human-agent teams overlook or do not fully recognize these distinctions when measuring human perceptions. Furthermore, to our knowledge, there has been little investigation of team member satisfaction in the human-agent team literature. [38] studies human satisfaction, among other factors, with only teamwork outcome in a negotiation domain. Others, such as [45], investigate the role of agent failures in user satisfaction with the agent only.

3 RESEARCH HYPOTHESES

We now motivate and present the research hypotheses related to the influence on some key team characteristics of the effectiveness of ad hoc human-agent teams that we later experimentally evaluate. In this study, human and agent team members engage in teamwork where the goal is to complete the tasks assigned to the team.

Task allocation protocols divide team tasks between team members. Human and Agent Allocators differ in who allocates tasks to team members: the human in the former and the agent in the latter case. Previous work has observed that agent allocators produce better team performance compared to human allocators [3], and human satisfaction tends to be indifferent or low when agents allocate tasks [4]. This work considered teams with one agent and one human, without evaluating how these human-agent teams can differ from human-human teams.

Agent allocators have several advantages over human ones in effectively distributing team tasks: (a) lack of preference for task types that are not performance motivated (e.g., humans may enjoy doing tasks even though they may not be proficient in it), (b) agents will have better estimates of their own capabilities, (c) agents can consistently follow optimal allocation procedures, and (d) agents can more reliably learn from task performance of teammates in early episodes and adapt task allocations to improve performance.

Consistent with this previous work with teams of one human and one agent, we expect agent allocators to produce higher team performance than their human counterparts when the team consists of more than two members [3]. Also, because we expect agent allocators to produce a high team performance, the human teammate will perceive the team outcome as satisfactory [4]. The first four hypotheses presented below, H1 to H4, refer to Human-agent teams with more than two members.

H1: The performance of Human-agent teams is higher when using the Agent rather than the Human Allocator Protocol.

H2: Human teammates’ satisfaction with Team Outcome will be higher with agent allocators rather than with human ones.

When the agent is the task allocator, we expect a higher team performance. However, the human may feel less in control of the task allocation process and, hence, may be less satisfied in the protocol where they are not assigned the allocator role.

H3: The satisfaction of human teammates with the Protocol will be higher when they, rather than the agent, allocate tasks.

Although human team members prefer being the allocator they might still view agent team members favorably [4].

H4: Human satisfaction with their agent teammates will be similar regardless of who is allocating tasks, agents, or humans.

Human-agent teams formed in ad hoc environments face issues that could influence their effectiveness of collaboration. Agents within these teams have different characteristics, such as capabilities, that human teammates might not be aware of and that might affect their work quality, especially when they are assigned to pivotal team roles, such as that of allocating tasks to team members. It is important to understand if human team members react differently when agents, rather than humans, assume such pivotal team roles. We expect humans to feel more responsive and motivated to perform well if another human, rather than an agent, is allocating them tasks. In our experiments, we use deception, which was approved by our university’s IRB: the user is told that the allocator is another human even when the allocator is actually an agent.

H5a: Deceptive allocator agents, pretending to be humans, will produce higher team performance than non-deceptive agents.

Similarly, we expect humans to be more attentive and responsive to the strengths and weaknesses of human (agent pretending to be human) team members, enhancing the ability to allocate tasks to the team, which then produces better team performance.

H5b: Human (deceptive) allocators will produce better team performance when assigning tasks to deceptive agents rather than non-deceptive ones.

Because we expect humans to perform better when the allocator is a deceptive agent, we also expect humans to be more satisfied with team Outcome than when partnering with non-deceptive agents. Similarly, we expect human allocators to perform better, and thus human satisfaction with Outcome to be higher as well.

H6a: Humans will be more satisfied with Outcome when deceptive agents, rather than non-deceptive ones, allocate tasks.

H6b: Satisfaction with team Outcome will be higher when humans allocate tasks to deceptive agents rather than non-deceptive ones.

Humans can be more comfortable with teammate characteristics that are familiar, i.e., they can recognize their capabilities quickly, rather than when working with unfamiliar agent teammates. Thus, we expect them to be more satisfied with the deceptive agent, who they believe is another human, than the non-deceptive one.

H7: Humans will be more satisfied with the deceptive Teammate agent rather than the non-deceptive one.

Lastly, previous work has shown that when agents are assigned the task allocator role in ad hoc human-agent teams, human satisfaction with the Agent Allocator Protocol tends to be lower with the Protocol than when humans are assigned to that role [4]. Humans like to have control over or provide key input to the allocation process. We expect to also observe that humans are more satisfied with Protocol when they are allocating compared to when an agent or another human allocates.

H8: Human allocators will be more satisfied with Protocol when they are allocators than when another teammate, whether human (deceptive agent), or non-deceptive one, is assigned to allocator role.

4 METHODOLOGY

We now present the experimental testbed, interaction protocols, agent behavior, evaluation metrics, and the experimental design adopted in our study.
4.1 Collaborative Human-Agent Taskboard (CHATboard)

We use CHATboard, an environment that facilitates human-agent and human-human team collaboration [3]. CHATboard contains a graphical interface that supports human-agent team coordination to complete a set of tasks (see Figure 1). CHATboard can display the task sets to be completed by the team. It also supports multiple task allocation protocols, communication between team members for expressing confidence levels, displaying task allocations and performance by team members on assigned tasks, etc.

The framework utilizes the concept blackboards on which tasks are posted to facilitate a human team member perceiving an agent as a distinct team member. Blackboards have been used effectively in agent teams as a common repository for information sharing between agents [25]. We incorporate three task boards into the task sharing frame: one shared board includes the set of team tasks organized by task types, and two other boards for tasks assigned to human and agent team members, respectively. These task boards facilitate coordination and are easily navigable repositories of team information, allowing team members to share and view information on the status of pending and completed tasks.

We assume a set of $n$ team members $N = \{p_1, p_2, ..., p_n\}$, a set of $m$ task types $M = \{y_1, y_2, ..., y_m\}$, a set of $r$ tasks, $T_{yr} = \{t_{j1}, t_{j2}, ..., t_{jr}\}$, for each task type $y_j$. Team member $i$ can share their confidence levels $p_i(y_j)$ over task types $y_j$, which represents their confidence or probability of successfully completing a task of that type. $C_i = \{p_i(y_1), p_i(y_2), ..., p_i(y_m)\}$ represents expertise profile, i.e., the confidence levels for different task types, for team player, $p_i$. The team members interact over $E$ episodes, where the episode numbers range from $1, ..., E$. $A_{i,e}$ denotes the set of tasks allocated to player $i$ in episode $e$ and we assume that all available tasks are exhaustively allocated, i.e., $\bigcup_{i} A_{i,e} = \bigcup_{j} T_{jr}$. The performance of the player $p_i$ for a task $t_{jk}$ in episode $e$ is referred to as $a_{ijke}$ $\in \{0, 1\}$, i.e., a team member either succeeds or fails in completing an assigned task. We define the performance of $p_i$ on task type $y_j$ in episode $e$ as $\mu_i(y_j, e) = \sum_{j,k} a_{ijke}$.

4.2 Interaction Protocols

We describe the protocols that manage ad hoc human-agent teamwork. In order for ad hoc human-agent teams to be effective, flexible protocols are needed to support the process of task allocation. An important protocol dimension is the allocator role: How is it assigned and who allocates the tasks? Two interaction protocols are designed to guide the task allocation process in an ad hoc environment: (i) Human Allocator Protocol and (ii) Agent Allocator Protocol. The latter assigns the task allocation role to agent team-mate (see Figure 2), while the former, described below, assigns the task allocator role to the human teammate:

(1) The protocol assigns task allocator role to human.
(2) The protocol asks agent teammate for its confidence levels over task types.
(3) The protocol passes the agent’s confidence levels to the human.
The following steps comprise an episode and are repeated $N$ times $e \leftarrow 1$.

**Episode starts:**

(4) The protocol asks human to provide task allocations for the team.
(5) Allocated tasks are communicated to the team members who then attempt to complete assigned tasks.

(6) The protocol receives human and agent task performance measures.
(7) The protocol computes statistics and displays overall team performance as well as individual team member performances for the episode on their respective task boards.

**Episode ends**

\[ e \leftarrow e + 1; \text{if} (e < N), \text{Go to step 4}. \]

The two protocols differ on who allocates the tasks but are similar on other dimensions. It is natural for human teams to share that information. Hence, both protocols ask teammates to share how confident they are about completing tasks of different types with the allocator teammate. Although these protocols provide a framework for team interaction and task allocation, they do not determine the allocation strategy used by the allocator.

4.3 Agent Characteristics

4.3.1 Expertise. An agent expertise profile is represented as a vector of successful completion probabilities for task types. Agent expertise is simulated by flipping a coin with success probability equal to the expertise level of the agent for that task type. An agent is cognizant of its expertise levels and communicates it, when required, as its confidence levels to its teammates. Collective expertise levels of team members reflect team capacity.

4.3.2 Agent Allocator Strategy. The primary goal of task allocation is to maximize the utilization of the available team capacity given the expertise of the team members. As the expertise levels are specified for task types, the agent allocator allocates by task types instead of considering individual task items for task allocation. The agent uses task completion success rates to update the performance estimates for human team members. These adapted performance estimates are used in the task allocation procedure. For one human, one agent teams, the agent objective is:

\[
\max \sum_{y \in M} (x_y a(y) + (1 - x_y) h(y)) \quad \text{s.t. } \forall y, x_y \in \{0, 1\},
\]

where $x_y$ are binary variables indicating whether a task type, $y$, is assigned to the human or agent, based on the current performance estimate of the human, $h(y)$, and agent, $a(y)$, on that task type.

This is an unbalanced assignment problem since the number of task types is greater than the number of team members ($m > n$). It can be solved by transforming it into a balanced formulation, e.g., adding dummy variables, and using the Hungarian algorithm [30]. We utilize the SCIP mixed-integer programming solver [37], represented by the getAllocations() procedure in Line 6 of Algorithm 1, to find the allocation that maximizes utilization of team performance estimates.

In many task allocation formulations, e.g., matching markets, assignment problems, etc., it is assumed that participants’ preferences or confidence levels are accurately known [47]. However, in our formulation, learning is needed as we expect, and find in our experiments, that human participant estimates of their capabilities to be inaccurate.

Since we study ad hoc environments, the second goal of our agent is to quickly learn about its partner’s expertise levels and adapt the task allocations accordingly for improved team performance. In the first episode, the agent strategy incorporates exploration of team members’ capabilities by partitioning task items within each task...
Figure 1: Allocation phase of Human Allocation Protocol

Figure 2: Agent Allocator Protocol Steps.

type, $T_{ij}$, as shown in Line 4 in Algorithm 1, and then randomly allocates them. After the first episode, the agent updates the human expertise estimates based on their stated confidence levels over task types, along with actual teammate performance, for different task types in the first episode.

After each interaction, $e$, the agent updates the expertise model, $Q_{i,ij}$, of the team member, $p_i$, for each task type, $y_j$, as follows:

$$Q_{i,ij} \leftarrow (1 - \alpha) \cdot Q_{i,ij} + \alpha \cdot \mu_{i,y_j,e},$$

where $\mu_{i,y_j,e}$ is the observed performance and $0 < \alpha < 1$ is a learning parameter.

4.4 Evaluation Metrics

4.4.1 Team Performance. A team member either successfully completes or fails on an allocated task. Team overall performance is measured as the percentage of successful completion of assigned tasks over all episodes:

$$\frac{1}{E} \sum_{e=1}^{E} R_{team,e},$$

where $R_{team,e}$ is the team performance in episode $e$, which is the average performance, $\mu$, of all team members over all task types in that episode.

$$R_{team,e} \leftarrow \frac{1}{mn} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{m} \mu_{i,y_j,e}.$$
4.5 Experiment Configuration

Two sets of experiments are conducted: (i) teams with more than two members and (ii) teams with deceptive agents.

In the first set, we performed experiments to assess the influence of team size with teams of one human and two agents \( (n = 3) \), \( N = \{p_a, p_a, p_b\} \) (see Figure 4). We compare two conditions: (A) agent allocator, (B) human allocator. We used a between-subject study and recruited 130 participants from Amazon Turk with 65 subjects for each of the two conditions (Human and Agent Allocator Protocols), as recommended for a medium-sized effect [8].

For the second set, we performed experiments to evaluate the influence of the teammate type with teams of one human and one agent \( (n = 2) \), \( N = \{p_a, p_b\} \). As Table 1 shows, we experiment with the following two conditions (A and B): (A) For agent allocators, we compare 1) human-agent with 2) human-human (deception) teams. (B) For human allocators, we compare 1) human-agent with 2) human-human (deception). Both the A and B experiments use between-subjects experiment design. To evaluate our hypotheses, we compare A.1 with A.2, B.1 with B.2, and B.1/B.2 with A.1/A.2. Thus, in the Human Allocator Protocol, human allocators are paired with both deceptive agents as well as non-deceptive ones. Similarly, for the Agent Allocator Protocol, humans collaborate with both deceptive agent allocators as well as non-deceptive ones. We recruited 260 participants from Amazon Turk with 130 subjects for each of the two conditions.

For the two sets of experiments, we use four task types \( (m = 4) \), \( M = \{y_1, y_2, y_4, y_4\} \), which are the following:

**Identify Language**: A piece of text in a script is presented and the user is asked to identify the language of that text from a given set of options.

**Solve WordGrid**: A letter grid is presented and the user is asked if a given word is present in any horizontal, vertical, or diagonal order in that grid.

**Identify Landmark**: A picture of a prominent landmark is presented and the user is asked to select the country where the landmark was located from a given set of options.

**Identify Event**: A picture of a famous event is presented and the user is asked to select the date range when that event occurred from a given set of options.

Instances of these task types are shown in Figure 5. The task types are selected so that for each type, sufficient expertise variations are likely in recruited human subjects. For example, Identify Language is a task type in which the team is asked to identify the language, e.g., Japanese, in a text message from a number of options such as Japanese, German, Hindi, Arabic.

We conducted experiments with ad hoc teams that interact over four episodes \( (E = 4) \), and 32 \( (r = 8) \) task instances are assigned to the team in each episode. Confidence levels for tasks are stated in a \([1,100]\) range, which are scaled by agents to a \([0,1]\) range and interpreted as task completion probabilities.

Participants start the first episode after agreeing to the Informed Consent Form and reading the study description. Each episode contains three phases: task allocation, task completion, and task results presentation. Both overall and per-task type performance is shared with the human and agent teammates after each episode. After four episodes have been completed, participants are asked to complete a survey that includes satisfaction with various aspects of teamwork. We incorporate random comprehension attention checks to ensure the fidelity of the result [24]. Participants may receive a bonus payment based on team performance (See Figure 3 for an overview of how the study progresses).

## 5 RESULTS

### 5.1 Team Size Effects

We ran experiments to see if previously observed relative performance and satisfaction levels in teams with human and agent allocators were replicated when team size was increased to \( n = 3 \). We then compare the two protocols with respect to performance and satisfaction levels in teams with human and agent allocators.
Figure 5: Instances of Solve wordgrid (top left), Identify Language (top right), Identify Landmark (bottom right), and Identify Event (bottom left) task types.

Figure 6: Team Performance for the Protocols (Team Size Effects).

satisfaction with Protocol, team Outcome, and agent Teammate. See Table 2 for a summary of the results.

5.1.1 Team Performance: We compare the performance of the two allocator protocols. The teams using Agent Allocator Protocol ($M = 0.82, SD = 0.05$) compared to ones using Human Allocator Protocol ($M = 0.71, SD = 0.16$) demonstrated significantly higher team performance, $t = 5.1, p < 0.01$. We plot the team performance distribution for the two protocols in Figure 6.

5.1.2 Satisfaction: We compare human satisfaction with the Allocator Protocol in the Human ($M = 4.14, SD = 0.64$) and Agent ($M = 4.27, SD = 0.60$) Protocols, and found no significant difference: $t = 1.18, p > 0.05$.

We compare human satisfaction with Team Outcome when humans ($M = 3.9, SD = 0.58$) and agents ($M = 4.22, SD = 0.75$) allocate. We found a significant difference in human satisfaction with Team outcome: $t = 2.71, p < 0.01$. Participants are more satisfied with the team outcome when they are in the Agent Allocator Protocol rather than the Human one.

5.2 Teammate Type Effects

5.2.1 Team Performance: We analyze team performance for two Human-human (deception) conditions with Human-agent (non-deception) ones. We compare the performance of the team when the agent is assigned an allocator role (Condition A in Table 1): team performance for deceptive agent allocator ($M = 0.69, SD = 0.08$) is similar for the non-deceptive one ($M = 0.70, SD = 0.08$), and the difference is not statistically significant, $t = 0.59, p > 0.05$ (See Table 3). Similarly, we compare team performance when a human is assigned to the allocator role (Condition B in Table 1): performance of the team when assigned to deceptive agent ($M = 0.66, SD = 0.10$) is similar to ones assigned non-deceptive one ($M = 0.67, SD = 0.09$), and the difference is not statistically significant, $t = 0.29, p > 0.05$ (See Table 4).

5.2.2 Satisfaction: We compare human satisfaction when an agent is assigned to allocator role (Condition A in Table 1) in deception and no-deception conditions. We find that human satisfaction with Outcome is little higher for deceptive agent allocators ($M = 3.71, SD = 0.86$) than non-deceptive ones ($M = 3.59, SD = 0.82$), but the difference is not statistically significant, $t = 0.75, p > 0.05$. We find that the deceptive agent allocators have a similar satisfaction with Teammate ($M = 3.47, SD = 1.1$) than non-deceptive ones ($M = 3.45, SD = 0.91$), and the difference is not statistically significant, $t = 0.87, p > 0.05$ (See Table 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Satisfaction</th>
<th>Protocol</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Teammate</th>
<th>Perf</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Human-Human (deception)</td>
<td>3.60</td>
<td>3.71</td>
<td>3.47</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human-Agent (no deception)</td>
<td>3.54</td>
<td>3.59</td>
<td>3.45</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Satisfaction and Team Performance for Agent Allocator (Teammate Type Effects).

We compare human satisfaction with the Agent in the Human ($M = 4.01, SD = 0.72$) and Agent ($M = 3.96, SD = 0.62$) Allocator Protocols, and found no significant difference: $t = 0.41, p > 0.05$. 


We compare human satisfaction when a team is assigned to human allocators (Condition B in Table 1) in deception and non-deception conditions: satisfaction with Outcome is similar for deceptive agents ($M = 3.77, SD = 0.8$) and non-deceptive ones ($M = 3.73, SD = 0.8$), and the difference is not statistically significant, $t = 0.3, p > 0.05$. Lastly, we find that human satisfaction with Teammate is lower for deceptive agents ($M = 3.63, SD = 0.8$) and non-deceptive ($M = 3.63, SD = 0.8$) condition, and the difference is not statistically significant, $t = 1.2, p > 0.05$ (See Table 4).

We analyze satisfaction with the Protocol between agent and human (Conditions A and B in Table 1) allocators. We compare the satisfaction between the two deception conditions. We find that human satisfaction with the Protocol is higher when they are allocating ($M = 4.03, SD = 0.70$) rather than when a deceptive agent, i.e., human, is allocating ($M = 3.60, SD = 0.99$), and the difference is statistically significant $t = 2.8, p < 0.05$. Similarly, we find that the satisfaction of the Protocol is higher when humans are allocating ($M = 3.87, SD = 0.79$) rather than when the non-deceptive agent is allocation ($M = 3.54, SD = 1.1$), and the difference is statistically significant $t = 1.9, p < 0.05$. Lastly, the difference in human satisfaction with the Protocol between two deception conditions is higher than no-deception condition ($D_{f_{Dec}} = 0.43, D_{f_{no}} = 0.33$).

### 6 DISCUSSION

We use CHATboard, a flexible task allocation framework between human and agent team members, for ad hoc scenarios. We showed its efficacy in supporting collaboration between multiple humans and agents, as well as the ability to configure deceptive agents who pretend to be humans. We utilize the Agent and Human Allocator Protocols to guide team interactions.

Prior work has found that agent task allocators produce higher team performance for teams consisting of one human and one agent, and human satisfaction tends to be indifferent with Agent and low with Protocol when they are not allocators [3, 4]. In this work, agent allocators still produce higher team performance for teams consisting of more than two team members. Human satisfaction with teamwork Outcome is also higher for teams assigned to agent allocators as they produce higher team performance. There was also an indifference in satisfaction with the teammate.

Although team performance was higher, there was no difference in human satisfaction with the Protocol, as we observed in previous work [3, 4]. This may suggest that when users have more than one teammate, they tend to become indifferent to task allocation role. An interesting future work would be to design different protocols, e.g., agent-guided, that would increase human satisfaction and preserve high team performance, and evaluate them with different team sizes. In general, it is reassuring to find that most of the trends obtained in binary teams with 1-1 human-agent interactions are replicated in larger teams with unequal human-agent team compositions.

We proposed that the effectiveness of human-agent teams might be influenced by whether the human’s teammate is human or agent. In particular, humans may perceive other human teammates favorably compared to their agent counterparts. We design experiments to evaluate deceptive agents within the Agent and Human Allocator protocols. In the former, we compare teams assigned to deceptive agent allocators, i.e., pretending to be human, with teams that have non-deceptive agents, i.e., agents who identify themselves truthfully. In the latter, we compare teams with human allocators but the teammates vary between deceptive and non-deceptive agents.

Most of our hypotheses, involving differential performance and satisfaction of humans collaborating with human vs. agent teammates, were not supported. In H5a and H5b, we conjectured that humans will have higher team performance and Outcome satisfaction with deceptive agent allocators than non-deceptive ones, but we found no difference. We observe the same result for the hypotheses H5b and H6b, with human allocators: There was no difference between deceptive and non-deceptive agents. Similarly, we state in H7 that humans will have greater satisfaction with teammates who are human (deceptive agent) than actual agents, but we did not find any difference. We did expect the last result, as mentioned in H8, that humans will be more satisfied with the Protocol when they allocate, regardless of whether the teammate is a deceptive agent or an actual agent. In summary, when humans are allocators, there is no difference in team performance and human satisfaction when their teammate is agent or human (deceptive agent). Likewise, when the team is assigned to agent task allocators, human teammates satisfaction and team performance are similar irrespective of whether the agent task allocator is deceptive, pretending to be human, or non-deceptive agent.

What makes the aforementioned results unexpected is that, contrary to our hypotheses, humans view agents on a par with human teammates. This may have an interesting effect on current and future human agent teams, as these results suggest that users are increasingly comfortable and willing to view agent teammates as peers!

The observation that humans are satisfied with the Protocol in which they are given more control or cooperation of the task allocation process, that is, assigned to the allocator role, is not new, as shown in previous work, but what is interesting is that the satisfaction of the protocol is higher when the teammate is human (deceptive agent) rather than agent; in other words, humans prefer the allocator role more when the other teammate is human rather than agent.

The observations from this paper can inform the design of ad hoc human-agent teams. It is worth considering agents in task allocation roles since agents outperform their human counterparts. Furthermore, the fact that humans are indifferent to whether a teammate is a human or an agent with respect to team performance and satisfaction is informative. It motivates further work to understand what factors human teammates prioritize other than teammate type. We also plan to investigate the dynamics of ad hoc teams with different allocation protocols, such as when an agent provides guidance to human allocators.
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